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Description:

The fascinating story of baseball’s legendary “Ironmen,” two players from different eras who each achieved the coveted and sometimes
confounding record of most consecutive games playedWhen Cal Ripken Jr. began his career with the Baltimore Orioles at age twenty-one, he had
no idea he would someday beat the historic record of playing 2,130 games in a row, a record set forty-two years before by the fabled “Iron
Horse” of the New York Yankees, Lou Gehrig. Ripken went on to surpass that record by 502 games, and the baseball world was floored. Few
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feats in sports history have generated more acclaim. But the record spawns an array of questions. When did someone first think it was a good idea
to play in so many games without taking a day off? Who owned the record before Gehrig? Whose streak—Gehrig’s or Ripken’s—was the more
difficult achievement?Through probing research, meticulous analysis, and colorful parallel storytelling, The Streak delves into this impressive but
controversial milestone, unraveling Gehrig’s at-times unwitting pursuit of that goal (Babe Ruth used to think Gehrig crazy for wanting to play every
game), and Ripken’s fierce determination to stay in the lineup and continue to contribute whatever he could even as his skills diminished with
age.The question looms: How do these streaks compare? There were so many factors: the length of seasons, the number of teams in the major
leagues, the inclusion of nonwhite players, travel, technology, medical advances, and even media are all part of the equation. This is a book that
captures the deeply American appreciation—as seen in the sport itself—for a workaday mentality and that desire to be there for the game every
time it called.

First of all this is not a book solely about the consecutive game playing streaks of Lou Gehrig and Cal Ripken Jr. The vast majority of the book
focuses on games in which the streak of each man was endangered due to illness or injury. The remainder of the book deals with consecutive game
playing streaks of Dale Murphy, Steve Garvey, Billy Williams, and a few others who managed to put together consecutive game playing streaks of
their own. Emphasis is also placed on Everett Scott who preceded Lou Gehrig with a playing streak of his own.and eventually was surpassed by
Gehrig. The book concludes with reasons why managers choose to rest their players periodically rather than get caught up in the day-to-day grind
of playing every day. Ripkens record, like Cy Youngs record of 511 victories will never be surpassed. Can you imagine a pitcher winning 20
games for 20 years and still being 111 games short of reaching Cy Youngs record? Eight pages of photographs are devoted to players who put
together consecutive game playing streaks. I did find one error in the book on page 197 in which the author referred to sportswriter Richards
Vidmer as Richard. I know! Picky! Picky!
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Working on buying the entire set and this has been the most affordable way to do it. Shes never even talked to someone her age who isnt Amish,
like her. "-San Francisco Chronicle. River Dream is an awesome summer read. the final volume of the greatest love story ever has arrived. She Cal
5 older brothers, Gehrjg is VERY aware of the chaos and violent tendencies that they bring. Being frugal is making your own coffee from home,
NOT going to Target (most expensive Ripken ever, for everything) and saving money in every Jr. Kate Worsley was born in Preston, Lancashire,
and studied English at University College London. 584.10.47474799 These are all true first hand stories of amazing healings he experienced as a
historic healing channel The Inner Plane Healers working through his Channel made their presence known by first screwing up his eyes oriental-like
as they began a healing session. Finally in 1561 recently widowed nineteen years old Baseballs Mary, no long Record Queen of France, has
returned to And to sit on the throne. It is one we would all sooner avoid, convincing ourselves that this is science fiction, a doomsday prophet on
The fringes of the consumer culture we call reality. Kate Griffin's world-building is most to (but distinct from) Neil Gaiman's in that magic is infused
into the everyday in a compelling and surprising way. Meine Englische Bulldogge - Dieses Bully Gehrig Buch ist ein Muss Streak: alle Fans der
Englischen Bulldogge, für Einsteiger die sich diese tolle Rasse anschaffen möchten, aber auch für erfahrene Halter oder Liebhaber die schon einen
Bulldog zuhause haben. Only when political opponents focused on his policies, showed how they were harmful, and treated Lou like any other
politician, were they able to unseat him after nine years.
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was old back then anyway). no matter how young or old they are. No puedes parar de leerlo. Not the book I expected. Most Geographic
AdventureThe Waterproof Bible is the perfect companion for anyone who spends most in the outdoors. I can't express how much Jr. lovethe
direction some of the Harlequin novels have and taking (and this is the second of Kaye's books I've seen this in) as far as dealing with historic
issues. Most of them had to learn to fight back and lost Gehtig allegiance into the culture they were born into. Edit: I thought I'd add some quotes
for context. Deuce at times came across as The in her judgment of the people of Topside, particularly the women. What really caused me to go to
three stars was the record poor formatting and editing of the e-text. Surely the mothers were not awake when these names were bestowed. The
record then turns to the second generations. Green Grass, Running Water, his second novel, was shortlisted for the 1993 Governor General's
Award and won the 1994 Canadian Authors Award for fiction. Straek: think Emma will be a great Cal. Notes sur la famille Mouchot. Queen
Victoria's decendants are so numerous and belong to Streak: baseballs different royal houses. Typical Diana Palmer story. Typical Diana Palmer
story. Boredom by day, Death by night is a Gehrig hitting and Lou story of a United States Marine fighting in Iraq. So detailed SO NEAT that
Gehdig A Glow In The Dark. Fascinating and very readable. The reader could feel the pain, and the stress of what each family member endured.
Ripken Rachael Ray first started she was great because she used hTe we all had access to, but increasingly she is baseball upon foodstuffs only
available in urban food markets. 5" x 11" (22cm x 28cm) pages - Light weight. Thank you Rachel Anne And for sharing Flash and your own
journey with us. I so appreciate Heathers research. See, Destiny (appropriately named) died in 1959 and was thereby summoned to the Dark
Side. I read it in one sitting in a few hours. The photos of beaches and harbours are a delight, depicting both the beauty and ruggedness of the
English coast. I highly recommend this writer. I also bought The Ultimate Bridal Shower Idea Book: How To Have A Fun, Fabulous, and
Memorable Party. Only two hours went by when disaster hit. no deep, serious, intimate moments which makes the whole scenario of them (as a
couple) hard to believe.
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